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Abstract
The CFD coupling flow model is established and refrigerated truck experimental platform is built. The internal temperature field in
the refrigerated truck is studied by applying mathematical statistics and the fact that the internal temperature field varies with the
environment temperature and the speed of the truck with fresh pork in it is analyzed. The conclusion that the variety of the external
temperature has a greater influence on the variety of the internal temperature when the refrigerated truck is at a high speed is arrived.
The raise of temperature in the top jet area inside the refrigerated truck is obvious and the internal area temperature near side walls of
the refrigerated truck is relatively high.
Keywords: Refrigerated Truck, Coupling Flow, Temperature Field, Mathematical Statistics, Pork Transportation.

1 Introduction

is set in the entrance of this area in order to simulate the
relative motion between the environment air and the refrigerated truck carriage. The even temperature jet is set in
the air outlet of the evaporator of the truck. Since the fact
that there is temperature difference between the internal
truck and external environment, the coupling heat transfer
between the internal and external field as is discussed
above occurs spontaneously.

The distribution of the temperature field of the refrigerated
truck has a direct influence on the quality of pork when the
fresh pork is on a long-distance transportation. The uneven
distribution of temperature field can increase the speed of
the rotten of pork as well as water evaporation. The distribution of the temperature field inside the refrigerated truck
is mainly influenced by the air-flow organization inside the
refrigerated truck carriage and external environment. With
the fact that the refrigerated truck is a moving cold storage
and the external wind speed and environment temperature
varies with the moving of the refrigerated truck, this paper
establishes the CFD coupling flow model. The variety of
the temperature filed inside the refrigerated truck with the
change of the environment is studied with the aid of mathematical statistics.
2 CFD simulation model
The fundamental reason why there is heat transfer from the
inside of the refrigerated truck to the outside environment
is that there is temperature difference between the both
sides of the thermal insulation. The heat flows from the
external side to the internal side across the thermal insulation in the form of heat conduction. If solar radiation is
regarded as constant, the heat exchange in the external side
is carried in the form of heat convection and the same between the internal side of the truck and the internal air.
This paper is not directly investigating of boundary
condition of the external side of the refrigerated truck as
constant heat flux or temperature. Instead it establishes a
coupled numerical model of the internal and external flow
field as is shown in Figure 1. The refrigerated truck is put
in a 17m×8m×10m area and the parallel even temperature

FIGURE 1 Simulation grid of coupling flow model.

FIGURE 2 Simulation of coupling flow velocity field.
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c)
a)

d)

b)
FIGURE 4 The refrigerated truck experimental platform:
a) Maintenance structure,
b) Environment simulation room,
c) Automatic test system,
d) Refrigeration and heating equipment.

4 Simulation and Experiment Analysis
In order to reflect the temperature field inside the refrigerated truck more fully and accurately, this paper divides the
entire pork loading area into tens of thousands of differrential unit according location. The temperature data of
simulation and experimental is rearrange by differential.
The centre point temperature of each differential unit is the
representative temperature, which is analyzed.

c)
FIGURE 3 Half pork model:
a) Physical map of half pork,
b) Rear view of the pork distribution,
c) Side view of the pork distribution.

The abstract model of half pork is proposed for the
convenience of numerical simulation. This model is legitimately arranged in the internal truck and the air flow in
the internal truck can be accurately reflected.
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3 Refrigerated Truck Experiment
In order to prove the accuracy of numerical model, the
automatic test system of the air flow in the refrigerated
truck is designed. The sensor placed on the 3D electric
control movable mechanism, measuring flow field parameter, moves in the loading area of the truck and tests tens
of thousands of flow field parameter layer by layer. However, the refrigeration system in the traditional refrigerated
truck has an temperature control accuracy within ±2℃.
Once it is stopped in order to defrost, there will be great
temperature raise and the temperature can’t be tested by
the 3D electric control movable mechanism. Thus refrigerated truck experimental platform, which can simulate
the variety of external temperature and the speed of wind,
is established. The refrigerated truck applies new refrigeration system, making temperature control accuracy within
±0.2℃ and establishing a relatively steady heat transfer
with the environment which is simulated.
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FIGURE 5 probability of distribution
with the environment temperature of 35℃.

Fig. 5 shows the variety of probability distribution of
the internal temperature of the refrigerated truck carriage
with the environment temperature of 35℃ when the speed
of the truck changes. As is shown in Fig. 5, with high environment temperature and low truck speed, the internal temperature field of the refrigerated truck will make some
changes on raise of the speed of the truck. The peak probability raises and the probability distribution moves to the
right, which indicates that the raise of the speed of the
truck makes the entire temperature field raise and the distribution of temperature more concentrate. When the speed
reaches 5m/s, the change of the temperature field is no longer obvious with the raise of speed, which indicates that
when the environment temperature is relatively high, there
is some kind of limit of the influence of speed on the temperature in the internal refrigerated truck.

b)
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can’t catch them effectively. All of these makes the deviation possible.
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FIGURE 6 Probability distribution with
the speed of the truck at 20m/s
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Fig. 6 shows the variety of probability distribution of
the internal temperature of the refrigerated truck with the
speed of the truck at 20m/s when the environment temperature changes. As is shown in Fig.6, when the speed is
20m/s, probability distribution of the temperature field of
the internal refrigerated truck would be changed obviously
with the change of the environment temperature. It moves
to the right and the peak probability drops, which indicates
that the temperature field has an entire raise and a more
even distribution.
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FIGURE 8 Dynamic data analysis

The above analysis are all based on the loading area,
which mainly lies in the central area of the refrigerated
truck carriage. In order to analyze the entire distribution of
the temperature field in the refrigerated truck carriage,
some temperature sensors are set at air outlet, the middle
part of left side wall of the carriage, the bottom and tail
part of the back wall of the carriage, the up and tail part of
the back wall of the carriage and air inlet. It can be seen
that the entire experimental station operates at a steady
state, with the fluctuation of jet air temperature within
±0.2℃ and that of other position even smaller. It can also
be seen that with the environment temperature 30℃ and
speed 10m/s, the temperature raises from air outlet, the
upper part of the back wall of the carriage, the lower part
of the back wall of the carriage to air inlet. It explains that
the temperature in air jet area raises relatively high and the
temperature raises relatively low in air return area. It can
also explain that jet air and return air has little influence on
the area near the side wall inside the carriage and that the
environment has a relatively high influence on its temperature.
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5 Conclusions

FIGURE 7 Comparative Analyses
of the Simulation and Experiment

When the refrigerated truck runs at a low speed, the variety
of the temperature field in the internal refrigerated truck
carriage is comprehensively influenced by the speed of the
truck and the environment temperature. When the refrigerated truck runs at a high speed, the variety of the temperature field in the internal refrigerated truck carriage is
comprehensively influenced by the environment temperature.
The temperature in the air jet area rises relatively high
and it is easily influenced by inside and outside high speed
flow field, so special attention should be paid to this part in
order to reduce heat transfer. Since the pork doesn’t have
respiration and there’s no obvious heat release, however,
when fruits and vegetables are transported, return air channel should be set.
The jet air and return air has little influence on the side

By comparing these data, it is found that the experimental value coincides with the simulation value, both of
which appear as Gaussian distribution with the same position of peak and relatively same peak distribution. The
experimental value has a wider distribution than the simulation value, the reason of which is that the test instrument
has some kind of measurement errors and the outlet temperature in experiment can’t be accurately constant. What’s
more, it is the loading area instead of the entire inside refrigerated truck carriage area that is compared. The simulation value is based on steady state; however, there are
many vortexes in the experiment, making the temperature
at some places changes dramatically. These vortex changes
are working quickly on-time, so the experimental sensor
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wall inside the carriage, so the temperature of these parts is
relatively high. When the goods are transported, the refrigerated goods should be kept away from these parts.
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